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any years ·ago there was established
a small school which has since developed into a very important and out-

standing one, the Carbon County High School.
Through its active years, struggles and triumphs,
joys and disappointments

have played

their

part. It is the aim of this volume to record the
activities of 1931-32.
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DtDICATION
o Mr. George Ruff, the oldest
and most active member of
whose

our school board,

faithfulness and ability have helped to
make this high school one of the finest
in the state, this volume of the Carbon
is reverently dedicated.
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"Hand in hand they went together Left the old man standing lonely in the
doorway of the wigwa1n."

Board of Education
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GEORGE RUFF

ORSON GUYMON

President

Pric e

:I
I

WILLIAM

ALBERT BARNES
W' elliug ton

WOODHEAD

Kenilworth

GEORGE OKEY
Pri ce

Clerk
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W. W. CHRISTENSEN
S11j1er.'11t
e11de11t of th e Carbo11 Co1111ty
School District

THE·CARBON is an album
l·.:""'" '

of memories. Herein
are recorded the events and experiences which, in
future years, should make recollection a pleasure.
This little volume should do even more than
recall to your minds the happy days of the year.
May it ever remind you of some of the enduring
characteristics of Carbon County High School.
W. W. CHRISTENSEN.
Pac;e 12

NORMAN HAMILTON
Pri11cif1alCarho11 Co1111ty J-Ji.:;IJ Sch()o/

TOTHE

graduating clas:; of 1932 I extend my
be:;t wishes for your success and happine::;s in your
years to come. This yearbook, whose purpose is to
bring back these wonderful years in "Carbon High,"
I hope will fulfill its purpose. It is difficult to say
and to bid you good by; I take this means to say it.
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SARAH MALLANEY
Commerce
At Carbon since 1918

S. A. OLSEN, A.B.
Art
At Carbon

since 1919

\

I

\
I'·

(

V. E. WILLIAMS,
English
At Carbon

since

A.B.
1922

D. E. WILLIAMS,
Manual Arts

A.B.

At Ca rb on since 1924

\

I
\
(

\

E. M. WILLIAMS

H. L. BITHELL, A.B.
Math ematics

J,fusic

At Carb on since 1924
At

Carbon

since 192 3

i
i

(

\.
BESS JONES, A.B.
Latin a11d Ci vics
At Carb on since

1926

E. C. JEPPSEN, B.S.
Auto Mechanics
At Carbon

since 192 8
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CONNIE LARSEN, B.S.
Dome stic Arts

ANNE SIEFKE, B.S.
Dom estic Science
At Carbon

At Carbon

since 1930

since 1930

\

(
(
A. F. LOSEE. B.S. M.S.
Mathematics

ALICE FLOYD, B.S.
Spanish
At Carbon

At Carbon

since 19 3 0

VERNON MERRILL, B.S.
Athletics
At Carbon

since 19 3 0

HERBERT ADAMSON,
Science
At Carbon

B.S.

since 1931

since 19 3 0

ELDEN A. OTTESON, B.S.
Science

At Carbon

since 19 31

VERONICA HEINLEIN,
A .B.
English
At Carb on since 1931

I
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W. D. STANTON, M.S.
Botany and Zoology
At Carbon

since 19 3 I

G. C. MORGAN, B.S.
Economics, Sociology,
A griculture
At Carbon

\
I

KATE SMITH, B.S.
Phys ical Education
At Carbon

sinc e 19 3 2

VIRGIE MULLINER,
A.B., M.A .
English
At Carbon

since

19 3 L

since 1931

J. B. THOMPSON,

B.S.

Co ·nnnerce

At Carbon

since 19 3 2

C. A. EGGERTSEN, A.B.
History
At Carbon

since 1932
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STUDENT ADMINISTRATION
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

JOHN CORY, JR.
President of the Student

Body
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Student Council

ILLEAN WEBB

FERN JONES
BESS JONES

MARY RICCI
FREDELLA SANFORD

PAUL HOLBROOK
JOHN
HARRY CLARK

ETZEL

TOM CORY

. FRANK INUI

GEORGE PATIERICK
KATHERINE DART

MARY VIETA

Board of Control

MARY VIETA
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MARGARET HOUSTON

CHRISTINE AXELGARD

VIRGINIA

LEE

CLASSES

GEORGE PATIERICK
President

•

FRANK SILLITO
V ice-P resident

ELIZABETH MARTIN ELLI
Secrelary-T ream rer

Seniors
THROUGH
the efficient coop~r~tiori of our class president, George
Patterick, and advisor, Mr. Olson, the senior class has come
to the
front as one of the largest and most outstanding Carbon High
has ever
produced.
As freshies we were aniong the greenest to have ever entered Carbon
High, but we had pep and participated in the few activities
that were
open to us.
As sophomores, we were very prosperous. We had a large represe
ntation in all activities and no matter what took place, ther~ was
always
a sophomore in it.
During our third year we looked upon life with a more serious
aspect.
Our Junior Prom was a great success. Again our class was promin
ent
in scholastics and all activities.
Finally _our last and most successful year, the senior year we
have
been very prominent in all activities. The Class of '32 has had
a wellrounded program of activities. The Hop was one of the greates
t social
events of the year. Our assemblies were the talk of the school.
The
senior play displayed the ability of the senior class.
We dislike to leave Carbon High, but shall hope to advance to
those
better things which have been put before us, and shall strive to perpetu
ate
the good name of our Carbon High.
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EDITH BABCOCK
Commercial Course
Art Club, '30; Music Club, '32.

ALTA BARNES
College Preparatory
Carbonicle Staff, '32; Debating,
'31; Loud Speakers' Club, '32;
Dramatic Club, '30, '31 , '32.

DELBERT BEAN
College Preparatory
Latin Club, '29, '30, '31; Music
Club, '30, '31, '32; ·Senate Club,
'31, '32; Opera, '31; Ag. Club,
Cheer Leader,
'32; Assistant
'30, '31, '32.

ORAL BEHUNIN
General Co11rse

CATHERINE BELLORA
Commercial Co11rse
Art Club, '29; Home Economics, '29; J. W. G., '30.

WILLIAM BLACKHAM
Mechanical Arts
Tri Boys, '31; Senate, '32;
Football, '30, '31, '32.

VICTOR BONACCI
General Co11rse
Music Club, '29; Senate Club,
'31, '32; Band President, '32;
Ag. Club, '3 I.

GENEVA BONACCI
College Preparatory
H. E. C. Club; J. W. G. Club,
'29; Spanish Club, '29, '30; Art
Club, '32; Music Club, '31.

ANNA BONELLO
General Co11rse
Art Clu ·b, '29; H. E. C. Club,
'29; Music Club, '31, '32; J.
W. G. Club, '32; Girls' Glee
Club, '32. ·

ALBENA R. BONOMO
General Course
J. W. G. Club, '29; H. E. G.
Club, '29; Art Club, '29, '3 O,
'31, '32 ; Pep Club, '31, '32.

HOLLIS BRANCH
General Co11rse
Ag . Club, '29; Track, '30, '31,
'32; Music Club, '32.

·· ,l.AYON BRYNER
· General Co11rse
Music Club, '30, '31, '32; Art
Club, '32; Latin Club, '32; H.
E. G. Club, '28, '29, '30; Girls'
Glee, '3 !.

LOUIS BRYNER
Coll ege Preparatory
Ag: Club , '31; Art Club, '3 0.
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TED BRYNER
General Course
Tri Boys, '31; Ag. Club, '32.

.I

·I

JUANNA

WILLIAM
BUCHANAN

College Preparatory
Post Graduate from West High;
Latin Club, ' 32.

R. BURNS

General Course
Music Club, '29, '30, '31, '32;
Drum Major, '32; Art Club,
'30; Commercial Club, '30; Ag.
Club, '30.

CLARENCE BURTON
Latin

General Coiirse
Club, '30; Music

Club,

'30, '31, '32; Tri Boys, '29, '30,

'31;

Ag. Club, '3 2 ; Boys' G lee
Club, '32.

JACK CANTO
Co111111
rcial
e
Course
Music Club, '29, '30, '3 1.

THELMA COOK
College Preparatory Course
J. W. G. Club, '29; Glee Club,
'31, '32; M usic Club, '31, '32.

HAZEL E. CAMPBELL
Dramatic

General Cou.rse
Club, '32; Volley Ball.

WANDA

CLEMENT

General Course
Home
Economics
Club, '29;
Music Club , '29; Glee Club, '30.

MAE CHIDESTER
General Course
Art Club, '2 9, '30, '31, '32;
Girls' G lee, '31; Music Club,
'29, '30, '31, '32.

ARTHUR CHRISTENSEN
Mecha11ical Course
Spanish Club, '31 , '32; Assistant
Cheer Leader, '30 , '31.

JOHN CORY , JR. ·
College . Preparatory Course
C lass Pres ident, '30; Class Debating, '29; Senate Club, '30,
'31, '32; Latin C lub, '30, '3 1,
'32; Dramatic
and Debating
Manager, '31; School Ply, '31,
'32; Student Body President, '32

CLARENCE COOK
Mechanical

Arts

KATHRYN

Course

DART

College Preparatory Course
Spanish Club, '29, '30; J. W .
G. Club, '29; Music Club, '30,
'31, '32; Carbon Congress, '30;
Junior Debating Manager, '3 0,
'31; S. A. R. Oratorical,
'3 1;
Student
Body Council,
'32;
Loud Speakers Club, '3~.

FRANK DALPIAZ
Genera l Course
Spanish Club,
'29, '30; Tri
Boys' C lub, '31; Ag. Club, '32;
Football, '3 2; Court of
Honor, '3 I.

MARIAN

DAVIS

General Course
H. E. C. Club, '32.
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BETH CARVER
_ Commercial Course
Spani sh Club, · '30, '31; M'.'si~
·ch,b, '29, '30, '31, '32; Girls
Glee Club, '29, '30, '31, '32;
Pep Club, 32.

LAMAR DAVIS
Ge11eral Course .
Carbon Staff, '}I; Track,
30, 31, 32.

VERA De.COLA
Co11nnercial Con rse
Music Club, 31 ; Loud
Speaker Club, 32.

JOHN DEMMAN
College Preparatory Course
Spanish Club, '31; Football, '31,
Carbonicle
'31;
Opera,
'32;
Staff, '}I; Carbon Staff, '}I;
Editor Carbonicle, '32.

WANETA EMPEY
Co,;,mercial Co11rse
Girls' Glee Club,' 29, JO,31, 32;
Music · Club, '28, '32; Loud
_Speakers 'Club, '} 2; Opera, '} I.

GLEN GARLICK
College Preparatory Course
Ag. Club, '31, '32.

GENE GOETZMAN
College Preparatory Course
Music Club, '29, '30, '31, '32;
Latin Club, '29, '30; J. W, G.
Club, '2 .9; Girls' Glee Club, '32;
Pep Club, '32, '32.

ERMA GARGARO
General Course

FRANK GONI
General Course
Football, '32; Spanish Club, '}I;
Latin Club, '30; Senate
.
Club, '32.

WILLIAM M. GORISHEK
College Preparatory Co11rse
Spanish Club, '} 0, '}I; Senate
Club, '32; Football, '32.

LOUISE GUNDERSON
General Course
J. W. G. Club, '29; Art Club,
'29, '} 0, '31, '32; Spanish Club,
'30 , '31; Pep Club, '31, '32;
Music Club, '32.
HELEN HADLEY
College Prepa!'ajo ry ' Co11rse
Dramatic Club, '29 , '30; Pep .
Club, '31, '32; Latin Club, '29, • ·
'30, '31, '32; ' Scho~l Play, ;30;
Class

SCcretar}!-Treasurer,

'31.

WILLA

MAE HALL

Home Eco110111icsCourse
H. E. C. Club, '29, '30, '31,
'32; Music Club, '29, '30; Art
Club, '30; Girls' Glee Club, '29 .

LAWRENCE HARTLEY
Mechanical Arts Co11rse

BILLIE HILL
Mechanical Arts Course
Ag. Club, '3 l.

MARGARET HOUSTON
Genera) Course
Spanish Club, '29, '30; Music
Club, '29, '30, '31, '32; Pep
Club, '32; Board of Control, '32

MAE JOUFLAS
Commercial Course
Spanish Club, '29, '32; Carbonicle Staff, '30; Loud Speaker
Club, '32; H. E. C. Club, '29.

ALBERT HUTH
College Preparatory Co11rst

PAUL HOLBROOK
College Preparatory Course
Senatd Club, '31, '32; Football,
'31, '32; Track, '31, '32; Athletic Business Manager, '32; Student Council, '32; Tri Boys
Club, 'JO.

MILDA M. JOHNSTUN
Gmeral Co11rse
Art Club, '29.

HAROLD JONES
College Preparatory Co11rse
Latin Club, '29, 'JO, '31; Tri
Boys Club, '31; Senate Club, '32

J. GRANT KILFOYLE
CLIVE KELL
College Preparatory Co1trse
Senate Club, '31; Basketball,
'29, '30, '31; Football, '31.

MARIE KING
Gmeral Course
H. E. C. Club, '29, 'JO; Pep
Club, '31, '32; Art Club, '32;
Music Club, '29, '30, '3 1.

FRANCIS LAMPH
College Preparatory Cours e
Senate, '3 I, '3 2; Basketball, '3 I,
'32; Football, '3 2; Track, 'JO,
'31, '32.

College Preparatory
Music Club, '29; Art
'30, '31, '32; Latin
'32; Carbonicle Staff,
Speakers Club,

Course
Club, '29,
Club, '31,
'31; Loud
'32.

HILDA KRAYNE
General Course

HANNAH LIDDELL
Domestic Scie11ce Course
H. E. C. Club, '30; Glee Club,
'31; Art Club, '31, '32.
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NELLIE ~ITIZZETTE
General Course
Spanish Club, '29, '3 0; Art
Club, '32; Volley Ball, '32;
Music Club, '32; H. E. C.
Club, '29; ]. W. G. Club, '29.

MARY McCONNELL
Getieral Cottrse
Art Club, '29, '30, '31, '.l2;
Glee Club,
'32;
Pep Club,
'3 I, '32 .

MARY LLEWELLYN
College Preparatory Gou rse
Pep, '31, '32.

MARY MIGLIA<;:CIO
Commercial Course
Pep Club, '31, '32; H. E. C .
Club, '29; Art Club, '29, '30,
'31, '32;
School Play,
'32;
Dramatic Club, '32 .

FLOYD C. MclNTIRE
College Preparatory Cottrse
Music Club, '29, '30, '31, '32;
Latin Club, '29, '30, '31, '32;
Vice President Student
Body,
'31; Senate, '30, '31, '32; Carbonicle Staff,
'30;
Assistant
Business Manager, '30.

AMEL MENOTTI
College Preparatory Co11rse
Spanish Club, '29, '30; Business
Manager
Carbon,
'31,
'32;
School Play, '31; Opera, '30,
'31; Senate, '3 2.

DOROTHY METZ
General Course
Spanish Club, '28, '29; Music
Club,
'30, '31;
Girls'
Glee
Club, '31.

! MADGE MUNK
College Preparatory Co11rsc
Pep Club, '31, '32.

MARJORIE MYERS
College Preparatory Course
School Play, '30; Latin Club,
'29, '30, 'JI,
'32; Pep Club,
'31, '32; Dramatic Club,
'31, '32 .

FILBRUN OGDEN

TEASTIE O'BERTO
General Gou r.<
e
Spanish Club, '28, '31;
Club , '31, '32.

Ag.

KATHERINE OLIVETO
Colle ge Preparatory

EUGENIA O'BRYAN
College Preparatory Course
Latin Club, '29, '30; Art Club,
'29, '30, '31, '32; Carbonicle
Staff, '32.

Course

College Preparatory Co11rse
Spanish Club, '30, '31; Carbonicle Staff, '31, '32; Carbon
Staff, ' JI, '3 2; Debating, '31;
Senate, '32; Tri Boys' Club, '31;
Student Court, '31, '32.

FRANKLIN PETERSON
Gen eral Course
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PRICECITY l1BR,.-\RY
PRICE.UTAH

EDWARD PIACITELLI
College Preparatory Course
Music Club, '32.

JENNIE

PLUTE

Contnt (!1cial Course

H. E. C. Club, '28, '29; Music
Club, '28, '29.

MARGARET PIERCE
College Preparatory Course
Art Club, '29; Latin Club, '30,
'31; Spanish Club, '29, '31.

ALFRED M. PULLEY
Commercial Course
Opera, '31; Vice President Thespians Society, '31, '32; Loud
Speaker Club, '32; Music Club,
'31, '32.

EDWARD REESE
Gmcrdl High School Course

OWEN G . REESE
College Preparatory Course
Latin Club, '29, '30, '31, '32;
Senate Club, '31, '32; Music
Club, '29, '30, '31, '32; Opera,
'29, '31; Cheer leader,
'32;
Assistant Cheer Leader, '30, '31;
Asis~tant Ru~iness Manager of
Carbon, '30; Boys' Glc~, '3:!i
School Play, '32.

DEE ROBINSON
Gmeral High School Course
Music Club, '31, '32; Painted
"C," '31, '32.

FREDERICK C. SCHULTZ
College Preparatory Cour.<e
;\lusic Club, '32.

DEROLD SIMMONS
General High School Course
Music C!ub, '29, '30, '31, '32;
Ag. Club, '32.

ROGER REYNOLDS
General Course
Ag. Club, '32; Tri Boys'
Club, '3 1.

MARY RICCI
College Preparatory Course
Spanish Club, '29, '30; Carbonicle Staff, '29; Music Club, '30;
Class President, '31; Latin Club,
'31, '32; Dramatic Club, '31,
'32; Pep Club, '31, '32; Vice
President Student Body, '32.

HELEN ROBINSON
Culh•ge Preparlory Course

ANNE
Commercial

H. E. C. Club,

SKERL
Course
'29, '31,

'32.

LA RITA STEVENSON
Grnera l High School Course
Music Club, '30, '3 1, '32;
Spanish Club, '30, '31.
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CATHERINE STREET
College Prepa ratory Course
Spanish Club, '29 , 'JO; Music
C lub, '29, '30 , 'JI, '32; Girls'
Glee Club , '29, 'JO, '31, '32;
Opera, '29, '30, '31, '32; J..W.
- G. Club, '29; Dr amat ic
Club, '32.

MIKE STAMATAKIS
College Preparatory Course
Spanish Club, '28, '29; Football,
'JO, 'JI, '32.

PETE ROBERTTABONE

THELMA TAYLOR

General Course
Football, '32; Freshman Athletic
Manager, '29; Ag. Club, '32;
Basketball, 'JO.

General Course
W. G. Club, '29; Latin
C lub , 'JO, 'JI, '32; Pep Club,
'32; Art Club, '32.

J.

ELAINE M. TOWNE

BERT TIDWELL
General

General Con rse
From Paonia High, Colorado,
'29, '30; Art Club, ' 31; Music
Club, '32; Girls' Glee Club, '32.

Course

Music Club, '29, 'JO, 'JI, '32;
Ag. Club, '29, 'JO, '31, ';2 .

MARY CATHERINE VIETA
! HELYNE J. WEST

College Preparatory Course
Spanish Club, '29, 'JO; Hoard
of Control, 'JO, '31, '32; Art
Club, 'JO, '3 I ; Loud Speaker
Club, '32; Pep Club, ' 31, '32:
Stud ent Council, '32.

Gene ral Co11rse
Arc Club, '31, '32; 11usic
Club, '32.
Mecha11ical Arts Course
Arc Club, '29, 'JO, 'JI, '32 .

HAROLD WILSON

VELOY WHEELER
College Preparatory

Commercial Course
Art Club, '32; Music C lub , '32

Course

ROSE ZUBICK
Co111mercial Co11rse
Art Club, '32; Music Club, '32.
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FRANK INUI
President

VINCENT HYATI
Vi ce-Pr esident

FRANCES SEATON
Srcretary-T rearn rer

Juniors

ATthis, the culmination

of another year of high school life, the junior
class can truly say that this year has proved to be a most successful
one. This class, with lightness and gaiety mixed with zest and , seriousness, has left its touch on every activity and department of the school.
Many of our members have brought recognition to our school. \Y/e have
been prominent in debating, dramatics, music, athletics, student government, publications , and ortory. High scholarship and campus activity
have been foremost in the accomplishments of the -juniors this year.
Crowning the year's activities the annual Junior Prom was staged.
characterized by distinctivene ss, originality and beauty, it was trul y
a success in every sense of the word.
Proud of the standards of our school and our own high goal we have
steadily pursued our cours ~, and now believe we may rank ourselves
among the ideal junior classes of C. C. H. S.
We wish to thank Mr. C. A. Eggertson for the splendid cooperation
. and help we received from him as advisor of our class.
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REED ADAMS
TREVA ALEXANDER

JULIA

BIDDLE

STANLEY BORRELL

WILLIAM

BUCK

EDNA BURNS

MARTHA
JOHN

CORTESE
CROCKETT

MAE DONAHUE
RUBY DRAPER

MARGARET ANDERSON
CHRISTINE

WILLIAM

AXELGARD

BOWNS

EVELYN BRANCH

THOMAS

BURGESS

CLYDE BURTON

ANDREW EASTERBROOK
ANDRETTA DEVIETTI

LEON DRAPER
MERRILL ELLIS

VINCENT GARAVAGLIA
JOHNNY

ETZEL

PEGGY FLYNN
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JOHN

GARAVAGLIA

KATHERINE GEORGELAS

FRIEDA GROUSSMAN

LILLY GORDON
LAURA GROW

NEPHI GUNDERSON
FAE JASPERSON
RUTH HANSEN
WINONA

HAYCOCK

DORA HENDERSON
MARJORIE
MYRNA

HOLMES

HOLMES
KEITH HUNTSMAN

KATHERINE JONES
LILLIE JOHNSON
FERt:,I JONES
BERNICE KELLY

GOLDA

KNOX
FLORENCE LARSEN

FRANCES KONCHER
ANNA

NAIDA LITTLEJOHN
NORMA

LIVINGSTON

LAZAR

EDITH MARSING
REX MARSH
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IDA MARCHETTI
FRED MORGAN

BENNETT NASON
CHIYEKO
.

O '. HATA

EMMANUEL

MAY

JOYCE McKINNON

RUTH MORGAN
JACK

OWEN

-,
t
-

.

.

.

~.

MAE PATTERSON
JOSEPHINE PROPP

MARIE REDD
ALFRED REDD

DON ROWE
LA RUE ROWLEY

FRANK STAGG
JENAVEE STEVENSON
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THELMA

RASK

ESTHER RAUHALA

MINNIE

ROMANO

CHRISTEEN ROSS

FREDELLA SANFORD
JACK

SMITH

LAURINE STEVENS
KEITH STEVENSON

STELLA STEIN

DONNA

MYRON STRATE

ETHEL TURNER

ROBERT PHILLIPS

PHYLLIS WILLIAMS

!LEAN WEBB

DOROTHY

STORRS

DONALD

WILSON

WHITFORD

LEN VANCE

MARGARET WOOD

JERRY ZOBELL

..

~~
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HARRY CLARK

ALDO NICHOLS
Secreta ry-Treasur er

Presidmt

Sophomores
To all readers of the Carbon:
AT-TEN-SHUN!
. The sophomore class, having thrown off those freshmen ways
and customs, returned to school this fall with a new spirit. They
were determined to accomplish things, to make this their biggest and
succeeded.
in a fine way-they
best year-and
They took active parts in athletics; they had representatives
all teams; in all activities.

on

Their contributions to student body assemblies were ingenious;
their presentation of their own assembly was clever and amusing.
They took an activ~ part in inter-class debating,
some splendid members on the school team.

and placed

All in all, the sophomores have had a happy and successful year.
For much of their accomplishments
Mulliner, their advisor.
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they are indebted

to Miss

GLENNA

ALLRED

LAURINE ANDERSON

JOHN

BIANCO

JACK BOTTINO

AGNES BRANCH
JULIA

BRANCH

KATHERINE BURNS
MARIE CANCES

ALICE CRITCHLOW
JACK CURTIS

NORMA
JOHN

DENNIS
DIAMANT!

LEE EMPEY
MYRLEEN EVANS

BERNICE ANDERSON
CONNIE . BABCOCK

DOMINIC

BONACCI

HAROLD BOWNS

RUPERT BURGESS
VIVIAN

BURNS

MARY CANTO
ENLO CLONTZ

EVA DAVIS
BEATRICE DAY

GRANT EDWARDS
JESSIE ELLIS

RUTH FADDIS
MARTHA

FAZZIO
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VERA FAZZIO
ANNE

NADINE GLEASON

GEORGELAS

FRANK GUNDERSON
HORTENSE HALL

. OLYMPIA

JACK

GOMEZ

HAMBY

NORMA

HAMILTON

~
JAMES~

MIERCY HAYCOCK

RAY HASSINGER

MARY JENSEN
VELMA JUVAN

VIRGINIA

LEE

EVAN LEWIS

GENEVIEVE MALONEY
VIRGINIA

MAY

EUGENE HOLMES

ISABELL KOELLING
GLENN KREBS

PEARL LIVINGSTON
DOROTHY MADSEN

EDDY MARKASEK
EDNA McDONALD

Ii
,.
SYBIL McKINNON
VERNON MILLS

JAY MILNER
WANDA

MINER

r

CHARLOTTE

MOFFITT

NEDRA MONROE

SERAFINO NICK
CARRIE NICK

NAOMI

OVERLADE

HAROLD PATTERICK

ANGELINA

PEPERAKIS

JOSEPHINE

MALNO

RAMANO

REICHART

RUBY MORGAN
FRANCIS MYERS

LORRAINE NIELSON
FRANKIE O'DRISCOLL

VIVIAN

PEACOCK
PEARSON

NAOMI

LAVON RASMUSSEN
JIMMIE

REDFORD

.-,
RUSSELL ROBISON

DAREL ROBINSON

MORRIS RONS

ROWE

MAXENE SCHLEGEL.

GLENN

HORTENSE R

FRANCIS SHIELD
LORNA

SHELTON

GEMMA

SEPPI

LOUISE SILVAGNI
MARTINA

SKERL
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CECIL SPIGARELLI
HANNAH

SNOW

JOHN TEZAK
HELEN THOMAS

JEAN VANCIL .
GRACE WENDEL

IRMA STORRS
DON SNOW

MAX THORN
BUELAH VANCE

CRILLA WHITE
BESSIE WILCOX

I

VAUGHN

WILCOX

RAY WHITE

YUTA YAMASAKI
SANZO YAMASAKI

MAUNTY WHITMORE
GAYLEN WYCHERLY

HELEN ZEESE
CLARK RICH

1;
I

1,

Ii
I
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TOM CORY
President

MARION

TWISS

Vice-President

MARION
Secretary-Tr

LAMBERT
easurer

Freshies

A LARGE

number of "green freshies" slid into the Carbon
County High School and since then the other classes have
known .the "freshies" were there.

The "get-acquainted
party" given by the school at the
first of the year, was enlivened by "green freshmen" and they
went home with their spirits booming high because they had a
fine time.
The freshman girls this year have made a great success in
volley ball. They have played the other classes and walked
away with victory.
All the freshies this year have studied and made this school
year a happy one, and they hope to.return next year as true to
the sophomore class as they have been to the freshman class.
The freshman class wishes to thank their advisor, 1Mr. Merrill.
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JOSEPHINE ADAMS
YOSHITOMO

IDA

;r

AMANO

BEAN

GUNDA

ANDERSON

LOIS BARRETT

MARY BEVERIDGE

MELBA BEAN

LOUIS BONZA

LUCY BONACCI

HAROLD BROWN

NORMAN

BRAY

ROBERT BUCK

ALICE CARLSON

DONABELLE CHIDESTER

KATHERINE

BUELLA CRANDALL

CAUSER

JACK CRAIG
LILLIAN

DART

EVA DAVIS

GARLICK

GLADYS
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DAY

STELLA' DRAPER

RUTH GROUSSMAN

EARLENE DURRANT

WINNIE

VONDA

HANSEN

PAULINE GORDON

KARL HARMON
TOM

HARVEY

KENNETH HARDY
EARL HOLBROOK

JOSEPHINE LAMBSON
RUSSELL LEE

ROWENA

McRELL

ROY MILLS

JUNIOR

JOHNSON

ALICE KNOBBS

CARL LOPEZ
FERN MARSHALL

BARBARA MILE
KATHERINE McKNIGHT

O 'BRIEN

MAURENE PEACOCK

GLADYS

DORAN

RASK

REAGAN RATLIFF

MONTE SNOW

ELSIE PEARSON
IONE PETERSON

GENEVA SCALZO
ORIS SIMMONS

ROBERT VAUGHN

NEVA THAYN

WILSON

VIRDEN
I

MILDRED VILLARD
MARCELLA

ALICE ZUPON

VILLARD
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J. B. THOMPSON
Carbon

V. HEIN[EIN
Carbon

V. E. WILLIAMS
Carbo11iclc

Publications

THEpress has proven

to be one of the most significant means of communication and cooperation. This is true even in our small corner
of the universe, our Alma Mater.
For example, the Carbon staff have done their utmost to give you a
book, a history of the current year. The literature and photos we hope,
will, upon looking at them, recall plainly those pleasant memories of
school life at Carbon.
The Carbonicle Staff has endeavored to publish everything of the
past year pertaining to our school. It has been the aim of the staff to
further interest in all activities of the school.
Int~rmingled with the immediate details of school and campus life
we have those ven~rable pioneers who make our school possible. We ;are
deeply indebted to them and wish to remember and connect them with
our activities and school.
To our advertisers and our publishers, we also feel indebted.
The year of 1931-32 has been very successful and what · is greater
than having your success within vision? We have tried to ~ive the record
of the year's work as near as possible, but let us not tarry here. There are
other years, other books and other staffs. We wish them success!
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FRANK INUI
Editor

AMEL MENOTTI
B11si11essManager

Carbon
'I'

MERRILL ELLIS
Associate Editor

STANLEY BORRELL
Sport Editor

MARY VIETA

RUBY DRAPER

Senior Reporter

Special Reporter

FRANCES SEATON

FILBRUN OGDEN

Junior Reporter

S11apsbot Editor

HARRY CLARK
Sophomore

STELLA DRAPER
Freshman Reporter

.I

JOSEPHINE ADAMS

Reporter

Humor

VINCENT GARAVAGLIA
Typist

Editor

WILLIAM BOWNS
Cale11dar

MARY MAGLIOCCO
Typist
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JOHN

DEMMAN
Editor

STANLEY BORRELL
B11si11ess
Manager

Carbonicle

WILLIAM

BOWNS

MAE JOUFLAS
Typ ist

Associate Editor
ALTA BARNES

KATHERINE McKNIGHT
Assistant (Clubs)

Classes
FILBRUN OGDEN

VIVIAN PEACOCK
Society

Sport Edito r
EUGENIA O'BRIEN

JOSEPHINE ADAMS
A ssisfa.~t Class R eporter

Clubs
JOHN

CROCKET

Humo r

ANDREW

EASTERBROOK

Exchange

ELIZABETH MARTINELLI
Typist

Oratory

THEspmt
growing

KATE SMITH
Director

of Cicero seems to be
in our school.

The S. A. R. Oratorical Contest
required a preliminary to select
six
out of twenty-seven.
A junior won
the S. A. R., coming up through very
k
een competition.

Although a fewer number tried out
for the National, the competition was no less keen. Only the
junior and sophomore classes
were represented.
A well deserving sophomore won it.
Let us hope the spirit continues to
grow for there 1s much
development even for the losers.

Naida Littlejohn, Reed Adams, Virgi
nia Lee, Stanley Borrell,
Vivian Peacock, Grant Kilfoyle, Merri
ll Ellis, Nadine Gleason
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Debating
QEBATING,
under the direction of
Mr. Eggertsen and Katherine Dart,
has assumed an important place in the
school activities this year. In the class
series, the seniors ·captured first place,
with the juniors coming in se.cond and
the sophomores and freshmen tying for
third.

C. A. EGGERTSEN
Coach

The question for debate was: "Resolved, that compulsory
unemployment insurance should be adopted by the sovereign states
as public protection against the viscissitudes of the machine age."
Those fortunate enough to make the debating squad were:
Katherine Dart, Christine Axelgard, Maino Reichart, Alfred Redd,
La Von Huff, William Bowns, Alta Barnes and Filburn Ogden.

Katherine
Dart, Alfred Redd, Christine Axelgard
Maino Reichart, William Bowns, Alta Barnes, Filbrun Ogden

. I
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G. C. Morgan, William Bowns Filbrun Ogden, V. Heinlein,
Marjorie Holmes, Floyd McIntire, Merrill Ellis, Frank Sillito

.>. i
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THEStudent

Student Court

Court was a rather well known, if not very popular
institution among the students of the school. For a court only two
years old, its'· m·embers feel that. fair progress has been made in the
process of making it more like a real court of law. Chief among those
cases which the court handled were students who had committed offenses
in the halls. The hall police were active in their duties of keeping the
halls clear, and to them must be given credit for giving occupation to
the court. The only privileged characters were the girls of the police, ·
such as Chief "Mousie" and his "wife," Bill Blackham and his harem, etc.
When the year was about half over, the members presented a petition
to the Council for the privilege of having a prosecuting attorney and
defending attorney . . Since the year was nearly half gone, the court
did not have time to develop very much, but next year, great hopes are
held that the court will be quite interesting to all concerned, even the
defendants.
To the advisors, Mr. Morgan and Miss Heinlein, the court owes much
of the development it has made during the year. The members of the
court were: William Bowns, chairman; Filbrun Ogden, sergeant-atarms; Marjorie Holmes, secretary; Floyd McIntire, Merrill Ellis, and
Frank Sillitoe.
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Novelty Concert
JNSTEAD of the annual opera this year the Music Club presented a
novelty concert. There were two matinee performances in the high
school auditorium and another performance at night for the older folks.
There was one night performance given in Castle Gate.
There were several horn solos with band accompaniment, two duets,
a brass quartet, several band marches and solos-among them the contest
numbers-an
enthusiastic "Humpty Dumpt y" and "My Bonnie Lies
Over the Ocean" from the Boys' Glee Club, and a dance and song
specialty by the Girls' Glee Club. This was followed by a picture show
of the National Marching Contest of 19 31 in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
The band members, by watching the motion picture of the other
marching bands, benefited themselves by trying to improve those weak
spots in their lines.
Those who played a prominent part in the concert are: Jack Hamby,
Floyd McIntyre, Harry Clark, Lula Christensen, Victor Bonacci, John
Cook, Derold Simmons and LeRoy Smith.
Many spoke of the concert and compliments were received from all
over the county.
Not only the children, but also the adults enjoyed the entertaining
and educational program.
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· SchoolPlay
"The FamilyUpstairs"
direction, a capable cast,
SKILLFUL
and a cleverly written comedy
made "The Family Upstairs" one of
the most entertaining plays ever produced.
KATE SMITH
Dir ector

The play was a modern version of a
family living in a crowded apartment
house.

THE CAST INCLUDED
Mr. Hellar
Mrs. Hellar
Louis~ Hellar
Annabelle
Charles Grant
Mrs. Gra -nt
Herbert Grant
Miss Calahan .

Merrill Ellis
Ruby Draper
Ilean Webb
Maurine Peacock
John Corj;
Naida Littlejohn
. Earle Holbrook
Mary Migliaccio

John Cory, Jr., llean Webb, Ruby Draper, Merrill Ellis, Maurene Peacock
Owen Reese, Earl Holbrook, Naida Littlejohn, Mary Migliaccio
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Senior

Play

"Bab"

T

HIS year our Senior Play was considered very clever,
but much different from other senior plays. Bab is
a bright, saucy-looking girl of seventeen who is home
from school early because of an epidemic of measles.
She is not included in the coming out party given for
Lelia, · her older sister, which causes jealousy and a determination to have a lover of her own.

In the end everything
Carter to get married.

is settled,

leaving

Bab and

The seniors displayed good dramatic talent and, together
coaching, put over a wonderful play. The cast included:
Bab
James Archibald
Mrs. James Archibald
Lelia
Carger Brooks
Guy Grosvenor .
Jane Raleigh
Eddie Perkins
Clinton Brisford
Hannah
William

S. A

OLSON

with Miss Smith's fine

Mary Ricci
George Patterick
Rhea Robertson
Marjorie Myers
Owen Reese,
Pete Tabone
Alto Barnes
Harold Jones
J. Grant Kilfoyle
Mary Migliaccio
Frank Dalpiaz

Mary Ricci, Owen Reese, Marjorie Myers, George Patterick, . Alta Barnes,
Harold Jones, J. Grant Kilfoyle, Mary Migliaccio, Frank Dalpiaz, Pete Tabone
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Boys'Glee.Club

AT the early

hour of 8: 15 a. m. every other day in the
week during the year one could hear delightful
warbling issuing from the music room.

Who is it that sings the amusi~g nursery rhymes, rollicking sailor ditties, and the really beautiful love songs? Why,
it's the Boys' Glee Club, of course! This band of songsters
has sung for several assemblies, meetings, and programs of
various kinds both in and out of the school.
The boys have adopted white sailor pants, white shirts,
and black ties for their uniforms.
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Girls'Glee Club

THEGirls' "Glee

Club this year . aprears in dark skirts,
white blouses, and dark blue ties. The students of the
glee are working hard to make this class a success. In order
to carry on more orderly the students elected officers.
Margaret Houston was elected president; Mary Louise
Cances , vice-president; and Freida Groussman, secretary and
treasurer.
Under the guidance of Mr. Williams and these
capable officers the Glee Club students have progressed
rapidly.
The Chorusters have sung programs in Price and neighboring towns throughout the year and have received hearty
applause for their dancing and singing.
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Band
BAM! Crash! Toodle doo! Tweet! Bang! What
can all that
noise be? Why, it's Carbon High's prize band!
This year
it was bigger and better than ever! Such instru
ments as
basoons, -French horns, oboes, and baritone saxop
hones have
greatly improved it, and an increase in such
sections of
our band as the bass clarinet, and cornet sectio
ns has added
to its dignity.
The contest numbers this year were "The
Raymond
Overture," and "Egmont Overture." The numb
er the band
played while parading was "March Gloria."
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Orchestra .

THEhigh school orchestra

this year, is a competent organization
of our school. The instrumentation
is greatly improved over
that of former years. The orchestra has taken several trips this
year, and has played for several social functions, school plays and
programs.
i.

t

The members of th~ orchestra are: Derald Simmions, Glendon
Henrie, Catherine Street, Eugene Holmes, John Garavaglia, Perry
Boniface, Grant McIntyre, LeRoy Smith, John Cook, Victor
Bonacci, Maunty Whitmore, Maxine Schlegel, Phyllis Williams,
Gene Goetzman, Bernice Anderson, LaRue Ellis, Evelyn Branch,
... Agnes Branch, Marie Villard, Myrtle Johnson and Sybil McKinnon.
These students have progressed rapidly and are much in demand
as solo players. The prospects for a furture double quartet of
violins and a brass quartet are good. Come on, orchestra, let's go!

"Family Upstairs"
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"Fam,·1Y Upstairs"

ORGANIZATIONS

"I mn not one of those who only seeni,
Steadfast am, I and destined to endure."

Kate Smith, Marjorie Myers, Madge Munk, Mary Migliaccio, Mary Ricci,
Darlene Burton, Andretta Devietti, Beth Carver, Peggy Fynn, Gene Goetzman,
Louise Gunderson, Margaret Houston, Helen Hadley

The Pep
THIS is station P-E-P broadcasting its yearly activities from
aboard the good ship Carbon. Just ask anyone who gave the
most entertammg assemblies, the best matinee dances, the best
assembly, and he will tell you the C. C. H. S. Peppers.
The Boosters were seen at every football and basketball game,
supporting the team with every ounce of loyalty in them. Their
blue and white outfits made them the outstanding club in the
school, and they could easily be identified at every activity.
The Pep dance given on November 13 (Friday, by the way)
was very successful and everyone enjoyed a very good time. The
other dance they gave was also a huge success.
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Marjorie Holmes, Fern Jones, Katherine Jones,
Marie King, Naida Littlejohn,
Mary Llewellyn, Elizabeth Martinelli, Mary McConn
ell, Lurean Stevens, Albena Bonomo,
Fredelia Sanford, . Thelma Taylor, Mary Vieta,
Margaret
Wood

ThePep·

ATthe first of the year, fourt~en

new Peppers were taken in and
four more were added to the ranks at Christmas,
making the
traditional number, thirty. Miss Smith made an excell
ent adviser.
The Peppers wish to extend their headtiest thanks
to her and the
officers for leading them through such a successful
year.
This club does not confine its activities to only promo
ting school
spirit, but they also gave a number of parties and
luncheons for
their members.
The Pepp~rs have certainly lived up to their tradition
of creating
school life and spirit. In fact, they are the livlies
t group in the
school.
This 1s station P-E-P signing off until next Septe
mber.
Peppers bid you all "Bon Voyage!"

The
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Floyd McIntire
George

William Blackham

Patterick

Victor Bonacci

Merrill Ellis

Elden A. Otteson

Reed Adams

John Cory, Jr .

Delbert Bean

John Demman

Herbert

Adamson

The Senate

A NY unknowing

person would not expect, that with the entire
world groaning under the burden of one of the worst ;ind
longest financial depressions of all times, that an ordinary high
school, of ordinary students, with ordinary advisers would make
this year of 1931-32 the most interesting and successful, both
socially and financially.
Starting the year by submitting the highly honored "green
senators" to a painful initiation, then continuing the entire year
with the same spirit of loyalty to school and club, the Senators may
truthfully
boast permission of President McIntyre and Advisers
Otteson and Adamson, that this year h~s been an outstanding one.

I

I
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John Ehel, Frank Goni, Bill Gorishek, Paul Holbro
ok, Vincent Hyatt,
Frank lnui, Harold Jones, Francis Lamph, Amel
Menotti, Stanley Borrell,
Filb,un Ogden , Owen Reese, Keith Stevenson,
Andrew Easterbrook

THEclub

The Senate

with a degree of cooperation unsurpassed, has
given
banquets, hunts, dances and assemblies successfull
y. By modifying its constiution the membership of the club
is now twenty-five.
These twenty-five members outstanding in both
curriculum
and extra-curriculum
activities have by perfecting their motto:
"In unity there is strength and we are unified,"
made this year one
of the best.
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H. E.C. Club

·THEHome

Economics Club has accomplished much this

year under the officers: President Willa Mae Hall; VicePresident Marie Louise Cances and Secretary Edith Rowly.
They also had the willing help of the advisers, Miss Larson
and Miss Siefke.

It can be said the girls lived up to their

motto: "It takes a heap of living in a house to make a home."
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THEyear

La Junta

1931-32 proved to be
a successful year for
La Junta.
Meetings were held on
the first Tuesday of
every month. The
first meeting was
instructive
and educational.
The second,
recreational.

At the first meeting
, held September 22
, class officers were
elected. President, An
dretta Divietta; vice-p
res
ide
nt, Arthur Christiansen; secretary an
d treasurer, Myrleen
Evans, reporter, Sam
McVosh.
Spanish people and the
ir customs were studie
d during the year,
and a number of Span
ish songs were learned.
We hope the Spanish
Club may continue to
be as successful as
it has been this year.
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Ag Club

THEAg . Club has, in the past year, participated

in many activi.ties, both social and educational. The most noticeable, perhaps,
was their attempts to improve the beauty of the grounds in the
immediate vicinity of the school by keeping trespassers off the lawn,
by raking leaves and by picking up paper.
The basketball team of the club was one of which we were all
proud. Many socials were given for the 1 club members as well as
the student body at large. The club functions were in form of
many parties and numerous socials. We hope the Ag Club of next
year can have as much cooperation as the past year.
The officers were: president, Ross Bunnel; vice-president, Carl
Alpanalp; secretary and treasurer, Clive Kell; reporter, Rex Causer,
and Mr. Morgan as adviser.
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Loudspeakers
Club
THIS year, those interested in debating decided to have something
different so they named their debating club the "Loudspeakers
Club," and the club had a hard time getting the name. However,
they made a good start by winning · the debate with the Council.
The aim of the club was to promote the social activity among the
members and to further the cause of debating.
The Washington
bicentennial program was sponsored by the "Loudspeakers" and its
reception by the student body arrested to its merit.
Officers of the club were: Cathryn Dart, announcer-in-chief;
LaVon Huff, assistant announcer;
and Katherine
Georgelas,
condenser.
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Girls'AthleticClub

•

If

•

11

one whit
NOT

behind the boys of the Carbon High School trot
the girls with an extensive array of activities. Early in the
year the various groups came together to choose officers of a girls'
Ann Georgeless, president; Thelma Taylor,
atheltic organization.
vic~-president; Fay Jasperson, secretary and treasurer, and Annie
Lazar, historian, were the girls chosen to carry out the executive
details.

Volley ball received the first call as a contest sport in which the
sundry classes of the school vied, freshmen, sophomores, juniors and
seniors finshed in the order listed.
At this writing a basketball league is in the fo~mation period.
Other competitive group activities include baseball, track and
general exercises, rounding out a complete program for the spring,
/ and giving each girl the c;hance for good, wholesome physical occuMiss Kate Smith is in charge
pation under competent direction.
of the physical education department for girls.
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HELEN HADLEY

JOHN CROCKETT

Presid en t

Vi ce-Presiden t

FREDELLA SANFORD
Secre fary- T rem;u rer

BESS JONES
Addsor

Inter Nos

THEInter

Nos Club as in past years has enjoyed a very successful
year. To give the students in their club more of an opportunty ,
officers were elected every semester.
The president in the first semester was Owen Reese, a capable
and pleasing leader. Helen Hadley, also an excellent leader, was the
president in the second semester. Mary Ricci was vice-president;
Fredella Sanford was secretary-treasurer in the first semester. John
Crockett was vice-president; Fern Jones was secretary-treasu r<>rin
the second semester.
With these sagacious leaders the Inter Nos Club gained a reputaand educationally.
tion of the most excellent club-socially
Their assembly was a Roman fashion show. In their meetings
they ha ve had lectures and readings which were very educational.
They also have had some social meetings and picnics.
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ILEAN WEBB
President

GEORGE PATTERICK
Vic e-President

ALBENA BONOMO

S. A. OLSON

Secretary- Tr easurer

Ad visor

I
I

Art Club

THEArt

Department of our high school offers a great variety of
interesting work. Each term the students make certain requirements in still life; studies in various mediums. Certain days of the
week, lessons in art appreciation are given wherein the student learns
the lives of the great artists and becomes acquainted with d1eir
masterpieces.
Besides this, many projects in crafts are carried on whereby the
st{ident learns to make many useful and decorative articles. Among
these are bookends, magazine racks, lamp shades, leather purses,
copper work, handkerchiefs, scarfs, etc.
The student is also given a chance to show his ability at clay
modeling and many good results are achieved.
The advertising campaigns of the whole school are carried on
by students in the Art Department, this gives them practical training in show card writing.
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ALTA BARNES
Presid en t

ALFRED ,.PULLY
Vicc-Pr eside11t

·VIRGINIA LEE
Sccr et ary -T rearnr e1·

VIRGIE MULLINER
Advisor

ThespianSociety
''ART

for the sake of better art." With this splendid motto ever
before us, we have gone happily through a successful year. The
first success was a one-act play, «Poor Old Jim," given in assembly on
October 13. This clever play was presented by Club Members Jo1innie
Cook, Christine Axelgard and Reed Adams. It was enjoyed immensely.
The Lincoln Day assembly was also a credit to the Thespian Society .
Sp~cial civil was music provided the atmosphere for the reading of "The
Perfect Tribute," by Mary Shipman Andrews, given by Virginia Lee.
January 28, was an eventful date for the Thespians. We entertained
the cast of the school play and several faculty members at a party. The
important event of the evening was the reading of the play, «He and
She," by Mrs. Nita W. Eggertsen.
Everyone had a "jolly good time." .
The Thespians were honored with the privilege of representing the high
school in a program at the Women's Club on March 17. Since it was
St. Patrick's Day, we presented an enjoyable one-act play, Irish music
and dialect readings.

In addition to these events we have held weekly meetings where
much talent has been displayed. Under the supervision of Miss Mulliner,
we have made substantial progress in dramatics.
Our club, although only a year old, has done much for us, and we
know that it will live on through many years to ·come, promoting and
encouraging dramatic art in school life.
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DEROLD SIMMONS
President

FREIDA GROUSSMAN
Secreta ry -T reamr er

MusicClub

E. M. WILLIAMS
A dv isor

/

WHAT

has the Music Club done in the last year? The boys and girls
glee clubs have sung for several club meetings, assemblies, and entertainments of different kinds. The orchestra has taken s~veral trips to
the neighboring tow~s, and has furnished music for th~ plays which
have been frequently given in the assembly hall.

In the club meetings throughout the year we have riot only been
taking up business, but have also had very interesting musical programs.
Each member of the club is now wearing a sterling silver, lyre shaped
Music Club pin.
The assembly given by the Music Club was very interesting. The
beginning of music was pictured; the early instruments and costumes
were shown and in the latter part of the assembly, the Girls' Glee Club
gave a short opera, showing the more modern method of music. February
fourth the Music Club gave a novelty concert, in which all musical
organizations took part.
It is one of the outstanding - clubs of our
school, because it so frequently contributes to our enjoyment.
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FEATURES
·················~···························

Honor Roll

INthe student

body c01mcil the membe~s worked to put .an honor
roll in which students with a qualified character had their names
placed on an honor roll. These students who were on the honor
roll were given some privileges about school.
This was an experiment this year · so we will expect something
better next year throfagh this · experience.
The system of awards was changed to ;i point system which the
council believes will give more students an opportunity to show
their ability.
The Virgil class of this year has tried, through its inauguration
of an honor roll, in which the students pledged themselves, to live
up to their pledge. 'The pledge stated .that they were to refrain
from cheating in any manner or kind; to go i{~prepared rather than
use another's efforts.
This pledge was open to all students. · It was trying to raise
the standard of character in the school which is the aim of Principal
Hamilton.
The students of the Carbon County
ought to give the Virgil class a hand.

High

School certainly

· The school as a whole this year has been very active-for
itself
and those within. The inter-class series in basketball, debating and
track were very close and exciting. The seniors won both basketball and debating but the juniors gave them a good fight.
Track this year was different from former ,years. It was made
so that everybody in school had an opportunity to participate in
chinning, pushing up from the floor, shot put, high jump, and broad
jump, were the events of the track meet.
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Junior Prom

CANyou

picture

nature-the
.brought

the very facinating

Timpanagos

to the students

Cave?

and gorgeous phenomena

This

of the Carbon

magnificent

County

scenery

of
was

High School as the

scheme of decorating for the Junior Promenade.
The stilagmites

and stilagites looked so natural

that one actually

dodged them for fear of hurting himself -on the "hard" formations.
these formations

different

On

colored flood lights played in such a way

that the sight was awe-inspiring.

I
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Junior Prom
In the center of the hall was the "Heart of
Timpanogas," at the two
opposite corners were the "Fountain of
Youth" and the "Pool of a
Thousand Faces."
At one end of the hall were three entrances
from which the juniors
immerged for their Promenade. In exce
llent military styie the juniors
led by the president, vice-president, and secretary
and treasurer, marched
on the floor and formed a perfect "J." From
this position they marched
back into their entrances.
The patrons of the evening were: Mr. and
Mrs. W. W. Christensen,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hamilton, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Leger, Mr. and
Mrs. 0. H. Guymon, Mr. and Mrs. George
Ruff, Mr. and Mrs. William
Woodhead, Mr. and Mrs. Robert McKinno
n, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Hyatt, Mr. and Mrs. C. I. Axelgard, Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Seaton, Mr. and
Mrs. S. A. Olsen, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Ada
ms, Mr. and Mrs. T. T. Inui,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Barnes.
•

Senior Hop
The class of '32 did honor to themselves
and their reputation with
the annual Senior Hop held at Helper Rain
bow Gardens.
Under the able leadership of President
Patterick the class worked
on a very: clever Hop for an April Fool
Dance.
The hall was beautifully decorated in blac
k and white.
Everyone had a good time and duly appr
eciated the efforts of the
noble upper classmen.
Thanks, Seniors.
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ATHLETICS

"Skilled was he in sports and pastimesSkilled was he in games of hazard."

•I

Football

I I

The Carbonites were greatly
handicapped this year because
of the late starting of school.
Coach Merrill had to work hard
to get the squad in condition
for the first game with North
Sanpete.
Everyone's
hopes for the
divisional championship
were
· greatly strengthened when the
Miners easily defeated North
Sanpete with a score of 38-6.
In this first game the line showed up splendidly, but the backfield was just a little raw due
to the short time it had to practice.
The next game was with our
old enemy, Wasatch Academy.
Everybody expected the team
to defeat the Academy boys but
Wasatch had a passing attack
that took the Miners by surprise.
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-Football

I
I

I

The game ended with a
of 7-7, and although the
bon boys did not win
learned much that helped
in the league games.

score
Carthey
them

The team had their eyes on
the regional championship and
when they went to practice
during the next week they
meant business. The next game
was a league game with Vernal.
The whole school and all the
town were at the game: and if
anyone · ever saw real football,
that was it. The game was one
great fight from start to finish.
Carbon forged down the field
within a few · yards of the line
only to be stopped by the
Vernal boys. Then Vernal
would drive down the green to
be blocked by the Miners.
Finally the game ended with a
score of 0-0.
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Football
Carbon's
chances to beat
their opponents were great because Moab had previously been
beaten by Vernal and Carbon
tied Vernal. The old Moab jinx
seemed to have come back when
she played Moab at Moab.
Moab made a touchdown in the
first five minutes of the game.
Luck seemed to be with them
as they made their extra point
also. The Carbon boys fought
and rallied in the third quarter
making a touchdown
but the
jinx took the extra point. The
game ended with the same
score, Carbon 6, Moab 7.
I ~l

·1
'

I

The next game was the
Armistice
Day
game with
Springville. The Miners easily
swamped the Red Devils with a
lopsided score of 39-6.

.J
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Football
At this time some thought
the football season ended, but
• Carb~n received an invitation
from Gr~~d Junction for the
Thanksgiving Day game. Carbon accepted and played Grand
Luck seemed to be
Junction.
against th~ Miners in this game
because they lost through an
intercepted pass and a fumble.
The score was 12-6 in favor of
Grand Junction.
After the Grand Junction
game the boys put their suits
away and turned their eyes to
basketball. Although
Carbon
loses many good men this year
she has unlimited material to
fill their places, and she expects
to take the state championship
next year.
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COACH VERNON MERRILL

Coach

f OR the past three years Carbon

High has been making a r~cord
in athletic achievements that has neve~ been equaled in previous
years. It is true that we have wonderful at~letes in our school but
what can athletes do wtihout training and spirit. Wh~re does this
training and spirit com~ from? It comes from the coach and no one
else. Coach Merrill has worked diligently with our boys for several
years and has done his best to put in them a spirit that is indominable. His success in doing this has been proved by the . many and
glorious victories that our team have won while under his directions .
In every work that the Coach speaks and in his every movement we
can see some trace of that grand old motto, «Carbon Fights."
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NEPHI GUNDERSON

~LAUDE COWLEY

FRANCIS LAMPH

Basketball
MUCH

new talent was found in our school this year. Only two
men from the last year's basketball squad were in school this
year. Therefore something had to be done. The coach put out a
plea for more men and an enormous group of the boys s~owed in
the gymnasium the first night of practice. Some of these boys were
not quite so good, others were excellent.
Nevertheless each had
his eye on the main team and did his very best to gain this goal. In
a few weeks the coach had them thinned down to a group of very
good basketball players.
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PAUL HOLBROOK

ROSS BUNNELL

ELMER COLLINGHAM

Basketball
In another week or so they played their first game. This was
with Wasatch Academy, and although our boys did not win they
put up a very good fight. They would undoubtedly have won
with more practice. Several of the practice games were played,
with Carbon winning most of these.
The real talent of our boys was not shown until they played
their first league ·game with Roosevelt. They easily defeated these
men and looked forward to the regional championship.

•
'

.

PAUL MOYNIER

_..-..,
LOUIE DE ANGELES

PIERRE MOYNER

ALDO

NICHOLAS

Basketball
The league games with Duchesne were forfeited and things
came when
looked better than ever. Our first disappointment
Uintah won two very close league games. This discouraged our
boys somewhat but they looked forward to winning over Vernal
the next games. They were disappointed again because Uintah won
again. This was the end of basketball for Carbon, but our boys did
their best and that is all we ask.
Carbon looks forward to a big year in basketball next year as
the lettermen will be back to do their best for the oncoming year.
Holbrook and Lamph, will be lost by graduation.
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Track

JNpast years the Carbon

boys have made a reputatio~ in track that
is goirig to be very hard to uphold. In 1930, they easily won the
district championship, and a place in the state finals. Nineteen
thirty-one was merely a repetition of 1930, except that our team
was a little better than in the preceding years. Hutchinson was
the outstanding man of this year's team, being the fastest man in
the state as proved by the state meet. Webb, Bottino, Childs and
Bonomo also had a great deal to do with Carbon's showing in the£e
two years.

[

j

Although four of our best men were lost last year we have
four remaining lettermen and unlimited material from which Coach
Merrill is making a championship team. The four remaining men
from last year are Branch, who shines in the sprints, Ogden, who is
also a sprinter and distance runner, Holbrook in the hurdles and
relays, and Lamph in the high jump. New men who are showing up
The boys still have
well are Cowley, Nichols, and Gunderson.
and are looking
meet
district
the
before
in
several weeks to train
forward to state honors. Even if our team does not advance as far
as it has in previous years we are certain that they will do their
best and uphold the school motto: "Carbon Fights."
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"Track Letter Men"
HOLLIS

BRANCH

Two year letterman; runs the relays
and 100 and 220-yard dashes. Graduates this year with an excellent
track record.
CECIL CHRISTENSEN

One year letterman; high jumps and
runs 8 8 0-yard and mile. Is only a
sophomore and shows good prospects.
PAUL (MOUSIE)

HOLBROOK

A senior and one year letterman;
probably one of the best low-hurdlers
Carbon has ever seen.
.,.!
r

FIBRUN (FLEETFOOT) OGDEN

A senior, three year letterman, and a
very able sprinter; received a bad leg
injury last year, but was a constant
point getter for Carbon this year.
FRANCES (FAT) LAMPH

A senior and two year letter'man high
jumps, broad jumps, and throws the
disk; leaves Carbon this year with a
fine athletic record.
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We, the 1932

CARBON

Staff,

wish to make

to the following
acknowledgment
advertisers for their support in making this
edition of the Annual possible and to express

grateful

our sincere thanks

for their co-operation.
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HUMOR
..... ....... .... ................ . ... . . . . . .. .... . . . .. . .. . .
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We Launder
Lingerie
Waists
So perfectly

that they look as
fresh and bright as when you
b::mght them. We launder lin gerie in a special way and entirely

separate from coarser
garments or linen. We guaran tee not to injure the laciest,
sheerest garment you send us.
You need not fear to entrust
your daintiest to our care.
We stand behind our laundry
work and guarantee it to be
satisfactory in every respect.
We operate a modern plant and
employ skilled labor ...
two
important factors in a laundry.
We ask you to let us have your
next bundle and show you the
quality of our work. You'll
find it a profitable move.

rry he Students Friend"

PriceSteamLaundryand
LinenSupplyCo.
ANGELO

Page
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GEoRGEDEs,

Prop.

PRICE,

UTAH

~\
JOB~
PRINTING
P. K. NIELSENPUBLISHING
COMPANY
P. K.

NIELSEN,

Prop. and General Manager

AND
PRINTERS

·PUBLISHERS
of the

NEWS-ADVOCATE
Eastern Utah's Oldest Newspaper

NOW IN OUR NEW HOME
PHONE 62

29 E. Main Street

PRICE, UTAH

Pag~ 102

RICE

STUDIO

PRICE COMMERCIALBANK

BUILDING

PHOTOGRAPHS
OF QUALITY

AND DISTINCTION

I

Photographs in this Annual
Were Made by

RI CE
KODAK FINISH ,ING
THE PLACE WITH

THE QUALITY

IN ToDAY ...
Enlargements

AND SERVICE

OuT ToMORRow

and Inexpensive

Frames

FREE KODAK ALBUMS
PRICE,
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UTAH

ACME CLEANERS &
TAILORS
THANK YOU!
For the Patronage the Past
School Year

Wish You A Successful Future
W. F. MYERS, Proprietor

MYERS CLEANING &
DYEING CO.

COMPLIMENTS

(F. W. Averill, Successor)

OF

Quality Cleaning
PHONE
66 W. Main St.

355
Price, Utah

J. C. ·PENNEY
COMPANY-

Can you imagine a finer kitchen than
one equipped with an electric range, a
General Electric

Refrigerator

and an

electric water heater?

THE UTAH POWER &
LIGHT CO.
"Efficient Public Service"

PRICE

UTAH
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SAFEWAY
STORES
"Distribution Without

Waste"

OUTSTANDING
MEATS AND GROCERIES
QUALITY

AND

SERVICE

-IN

STRENGTH

-IN

FACILITIES

· -IN

PRICE

EXPERIENCE

HELPER

C. H. Stevenson
LumberCo.
Everything

The Price
Commercial
and Savings
Bank

in
PRICE, UTAH

HARDWARE
BUILDINGMATERIAL
SPoRTING Goons
FISHING TACKLE

p AINTS - VARNISHES
CAPITAL,

''One Piece or a Carload"
202 W. Main
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SURPLUS

UNDIVIDED

PROFITS

$180,000.00

Phone 111

AND

THE FAIR STORE

Compliments of

OF PRICE
Extends to all high school graduates
its best wishes for their success in
wh atever they may undertake in the
future.

Eastern Utah
Electric
Company

Locally Owned With All Chain

H eadquart ers for

Store Advantages

A.G. Spalding & Bros.
SPORTING GOODS

SK1'.GG_S
0,-!,P.
FOOD

( Special Prices to Schools)

WUttt1'1P

STORES

A Surety of Purity
PRICE

Our Compliments tothe very fine boys and girls and
excellent

HELPER

PRICE

HELPER

corps of teachers and

instructors who make up the best
school in Southern Utah.

THOMPSON AUTO
COMPANY
UTAH

THOMPSON,

Mgr.

Authorized Sales atJ,dService
Carbon and Emery Counties

CARS - FORD TRUCKS
Four and Eight Cylinder Cars
26 N. First West

Telephone 139

BRYNER'S SERVICE
OPPOSIT E THE

PRICETRADING
COMPANY
"The Busy Department Store"

AUTOMOBILE

.RAINBOW

ELECTRICIANS

If Your Car Goes "haywire"
SEE US

We Are Exp ~rts on Trouble Shooting
PHONE

342

HELPER, UTAH
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Co1npli11ients of

Equitable Insurance
Agency
39 East Main Street
PRICE,

UTAH

CARBON RUBBER &
REPA:JR CO.
SHELL
AuTo

GAS AND OILS

THE FIRST
NATIONAL
BANK
OF PRICE
THE ONLY NATIONAL
BANK IN EASTERN

AccEssoRIES

UTAH

TIRES

GENERAL

Utah

Helper

-

THE PLATIS CANDY
AND CAFE

Solicits Your Accou n t

We Specialize Our Dinners
to Students

Assures Yon Safety

Home-Made Candies
PRICE,

UTAH

SUCCESS MEAT &
GROCERY
(COMMUNITY

BUILDERS)

Two Busy Stores
PRICE

Page
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HELPER

AND

The Carbon County High School
Offers You the Foundation of a
· Successful Career
A Mutual Lumber Co. Built Home is
the Foundation to lasting Happiness and Contentment

Mutual Lumber Co.
PRICE, UTAH

A policy of strict adher-

HELPER JOURNAL

ence

to

YOUR HOME PAPER
$2.00 Per Year

principles

HIGH GRADE COMMERCIAL

treatment

PRINTING

hub of Carbon County

and

congenial

has brought

to

every part of the country.

•

J. C. PENNY CO.
HELPER,

banking

this bank customers from

At Reasonable Prices
Helper-the

sound

They

UTAH

WHERE SAVINGS ARE
GREATEST
Students W elconie to
Our Store

find here adequate

facilities

and

a pleasant

connection.

•

THE GIFT SHOP
Jewelers

Carbon-Emery

Bank

The Right Merchandise
at the
Right Prices
Helper

Utah

PRICE, UTAH
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· SEPTEMBER
15-School begins in earnest. Don't step on
any freshman boys. They can't help it
if they are so little.
17-Step
up and meet the new teachers.
This is Miss Mulliner-the
English
teacher-and
no more groans from you,
Jack. This is Mr. Eggertsen, the history
teacher. Meet the folks, Mr. Thompson;
he's the teacher of commerce, boys.
and tell the folks hello, Miss Smith
( she is the teacher of gym and oral
expression, girls.)
22-The assembly scheduled for today postponed; Mr. Hamilton was too busy arranging bus schedules.
24-Class
elections.
There were
mixups but nothing serious.

OCTOBER
2-Carbon
has first football tussle with
North Sanpete-of
course we win. At
night the get-acquainted
party was
held in the gym. The freshies set up
a flag and the orchesera was nearly
wrecked by the upper classmen who
were trying to get it. Mr. Olsen saved
the day for the freshmen and took
possession of the flag himself.
pep assembly.
Owen Reese was
elected cheermaster.
Station P-E-P
broadcasted the correct time through
the courtesy of the Heluva watch company. In the afternoon, we tied with
Wasatch in a tight football game.
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Style Shop.
High Class - Ready-to-Wear
EXCLUSIVE MILLINERY
Helper, Utah

· ... Compliments ...

WALSH BEAUTY

SHOP

several

29-First
assembly: Mr. Hamilton
laid
down the law to everybody.
It seems
that someone asked John Cory if
Freshmen could go to the get-acquainted party.
Laurence Christensen made
a slight mistake ( in advertising in the
school) but Mr. Hamilton corrected
h:m.

9-A

Houston an~ Paterson

UPSTAIRS

ELECTRIC

BUILDING

PRICE, UTAH

~.STAGE LINES
To Price, Helper, Castle Gate,
National, Consumers and
Sweets

Call Us for Coal
11 North Carbon Avenue

B. F. McINTIRE
B. F. McINTIRE

PHONE 171

M,ICKEY'S
The home of the
Scotch Meat Pie
We Serve
MERCHANTS LUNCHES
Service With A Smile
HOME COOKING
PHONE 282

PRICE, UTAH

II
I

Compliments Kelley's

PRICE DRUG COMP ANY

The Prescription
Store
PRICE,

UTAH

GOLDING TIRE AND
VULCANIZING
JoE

GOLDING,

Proprietor

Seiberling and Goodyear Tires
Seiberling Batteries and
Battery Charging
GAS

- OIL - ACCESSORIES
.TIRE REPAIRING

Corner Main and Carbon

Price, Utah

THE GRILL
OPEN

DAY AND NIGHT

We Ai1n to Please You
The Talk of Carbon County
HELPER, UT AH

Complinients of

JOHNSON AND
VAUGHT
PRICE,

UTAH

I I-The "C" gets its annual daubing which
considerably improves its looks.
I 4-Senate
dance.
Teachers prepare for
their annual jaunt to . Salt Lake to attend U. E. A.
20-Tuesday
but no assembly. Carbon plavs
Vernal FridJy and the coach appears
to be worried.
22-Juniors
prepare to contest the number
on the hill with seniors, after school.
It is to be a tug-of-war with the contents of a fire hose as the dividing line
-b-r-r-r-r.
Bull Etzel forgot the rope
and hose so the affair had to be postponed.
23-What
a day! A pep assembly in the
morning; a game with Vernal in the
afternoon coming out a tie, and a
Senate dance in the gym at night.
26-Monday : Coach Merrill looks very worried (Carbon plays Moab Friday so that
explains it).
27-Well,
the junior-senior tug-of-war was
pulled, and the juniors got wet; guess
who won.
In . the assembly, the
Dramatic Club presented a one-act
play.
2.8-What's
this, what's this? .Oh, it was
just a senior trying to catch a freshman
to give him a coat of war paint. We
gather that Mr. Hamilton does not approve of such methods.
Ask Deb
Bean.
30-We
give the team a rousing send off
to Moab. The pumpkin ball and such
pirates, clowns, girls, knights of the
road, and other flights of imagination
as adorned the gym! Mr. Eggertsen
and his better half abducted the prize
for the most (atrocious) misfit (and
they deserved it.)
3 I-Moab used our boys in a very ungentlemanly manner so the coach's worries
were justified.
Any way you held
them to a hard victory, boys. This is
the end of our chance at state.
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Greetings· to the Class of '3 2
and the Undergraduates
of Carbon

The Helper Drug Co.
rryhe Rexall Store"
Utah

Helper

THE
STATE
HELPER
BANK
wishes to congratulate the
graduation

class of 1932.

FROM

COMPLIMENTS

Central Cleaners and
Tailoring Co.

FoR

BANKING

SERVICE

A Strong Booster of
Carbon High
PHONE

55

UTAH

HELPER,

SAFETY

- SER VICE - CouR

TESY

Capital, $50,000 .00

Besso Shoe Repair Shop

Surplus, $50,000.00

First Class Material
and Workmanship

Assets Over A Million

41 East Main Street
PHONE

365-W

Undivided Profits, $50,000.00

Start A Savings Account

PRICE,

UTAH

HELPER, UT AH

FOUNTAIN
CANDIES

STRAND
Phone 346
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DRINKS
AND PoP

CoRN

SWEET SHOP
Helper, Utah

NOVEMBER

Utah-Idaho School
Supply Co.
''Everything for Office
and School"
15 5 South State Street
SALT

LAKE

CITY

DAILY REMINDER
News While It Is News
Our Want-Ads

Pay

Congratulations to the
Class of 1932 ...

May success follow you

2-No
assembly-did
Friday?

I hear someone say

5-Class
meetings: The juniors had ice
cream and what a popular class they
were.
6-Assembly
given by the student body.
Oh, you sophomores. Mr. D. E. Williams gave the assembly a very warm
lecture on manners. The sophs have
their party in the gym at night.
I I-Armistice
Day. The school seems to
be able to march better this year than
it has in many moons . Who won the
marching prize? The seniors must have
bribed the judges. We defeated Springville in the afternoon in about the last
game of the season. The peppers initiate
their new members in the evening.
I3-The
Pep Club gives a dance-a rather
interesting affair--especially
the part
played by Mr. Adamson and Mr.
Eggertson.
I7-The
Senate club initiates its new members.
I 8-Through
the courtesy of the senior
class, we are treated to an exhibition
of birds, monkeys, and snakes in
assembly. The girls were wild about
those ratcle snakes!
2 I-Can you beat it? They even hold school
on Saturday now, and us wanting two ·
more hours of sleep, lose it in one fell
swoop.

through the rest of your
lives.

LEWIS
SUMNER
FURNITURE CO.
PRICE, UTAH

LADIES'

STORE

It's Smart to be Thrifty
Helper, Utah
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are entertained at the assembly by
24-We
the seniors. What a ghost story teller
Floyd McIntyre proved to be.
faculty got softening of the brain
25-The
or something today, and gave us the
off to dance m
whole afternoon
preparation for Thanksgiving.
Even English tea.chers are
29-Ureka!
Miss Mulliner was stricken
human.
with an attack of appendicitis and
operated on yesterday. (Miss Mulliner
has a good sense of humor so she will
forgive us .)
DECEMBER
?-The

class series begin after school.

Kiwanis presented "Skidding" in
•-The
The hall was packed.
the auditorium.
( admission, ten cents).
seniors take the class series much
6-The
to the dismay of the juniors. The
Senators strut around in their new
sweaters, as if they were paid for.
school play is presented for< better
I I-The
or worse . It must have gone for the
better if the applause of ·the audience
was considered as a sign of approval.
"Swede" Ellis certainly did more than
his share in making the show a success .
Latineers gave us a good idea of
16-The
what the well dressed Roman of old
wore, but, pardon the snicker, we
didn't know that the men in old times
had such curve s in their legs ( some
call the curves, bow s) .
takes a trouncing from the
18-Carbon
\Vasat ch Academy in about the first
basketball game of the season.
Christensen, in an as23-Superintendent
sembly, gives us a talk on self starters
and batteries in their relation to us
and now we all need a good shock to
get us started. Merry Christmas everybody! A dance at night in the gym to
celebrate our freedom for about ten
days (daze) .
JANUARY
9-A

pep assembly in the morning to
work up a little of the old Carbon
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spmt . The assembly worked, and the
Carbon · hoopsters took old Moab for
a cleaning.
plays the Helper All-Stars and
16-Carbon
holds them to a close score in the All- .
Stars favor.
18-Mr. Frank Jonas appeared at Carbon to
take over his new teaching duties and
boy what a history he has!
by the student body. We
19-Asscmbly
play Roosevelt 1 next Friday and Saturhoping.
day-here's
beat Roosevelt with
news-we
22-Good
quite a lopsided score .
23-Again

we conquer . the Rooseveltians.

class debaters scheduled to begin
26-The
Wednesday (tomorrow).
class debates
27-The
February 1st.

postponed

until

I

FEBRUARY
class deba·tes begin, and they
I-The
promise to be close if not closer.
2-The Peppers held a matinee dance, and
if there were as many at the dance as
there were in the hall, the dance was
a great success.
3-The band held the novelty concert in
the auditorium for the grade schools.
4-It

is held for high school students.

played her first game with
5-Carbon
Vernal but lost in the last quarter to
the boys from the Basin. The Peppers
put on a. clever stunt, but forgot how
to spell Vernal. Oh yes, the semors
won the class debates with the juniors
trailing in a close second.
took another trouncing from the
6-We
honey eaters tonight so our chances for
the district title in basketball look
rather slim. The contest for the most
beautiful boy, the most popul~r' girloh, you mean what I know. Well, anyway the contest is started.

the teachers are g1vmg · us lectures
11-All
must be the way
on sportsmanship-it
we acted at the last Vernal game.
15-The basketball team has left for Roosevelt to try the fair lady fortune once
more. The first night we win.
16-We give the Roosevelt boys one victory
to cheer them up, but we still have the
we
over them-next
championship
must whip Vernal.
winners of the S. A. R. semifinals
18-The
chosen.
200th birthday. Atty
22-Washington's
Dalton gave us an excellent account
of Washington's life, in the morning
assembly. About 2:30, another assembly bell rang and Mr . Hamilton was
the main speaker. In fact, he was the
only speaker and his subject was manners. After his lecture, we returned
to class to be called out in about fifteen
minutes to see if the lecture had sunk
m. It had, with vengeance!
basketball squad braves the snow
19-The
to go over and have a try at conquering the mighty Vernal team, good luck,
need it. Well the sad
boys-you'll
news of our team's defeat came, so
good luck, Vernal!
Littlejohn wins the finals of the
2 5-Naida
S. A. R. contest . Well, Naida, persistance wins.
the lucky juniors! The Prom
29-0h,
decorations are being installed in the
silver moon and some fellows are getting excused all day .
MARCH
1-ls

it just my imagination or is Mr.
Eggertsen acting rather worried?

girls are getting ready for the
2-The
Prom and the decoration committee is
getting the Prom ready for the girls.
more day and then the Prom. The
3-0ne
juniors had better hurry or else-Frank
lnui, Bill Bowns and Keith Stevenson
have been excused all week and still the
Don't worry, the
results are doubtful.
juniors will finish .

Louise Hvala won the oratorical
4-First,
contest. Second, by working all day,
the Silver Moon was made ready for
the Prom by the juniors.
The Prom at last! juniors, we salute
you! Who could help but admire that
heart? What man but who wondered
where the water in the fountain went?
Those stalagmites and stalactites actually made us duck when we came
near them . And last but not least, did
anyone notice the new dresses and suits
displayed by those in attendance? The
only objection to the whole affair was
the fact that the punch ran out after
about half the Prom was over.
11-Miss Heinlein gave his little work of
art a going over and now all the Engisn't my
It ain'-it
lish is correct.
fault if all the almanac isn't correct,
because she made it so it didn't even
know me.
7-The cast for the senior play chosen and
if the . show goes over as big as the size
of the cast it will be quite a success.
APRIL
senior hop in the Rainbow Gar1-The
The seniors seem to
dens at Helper.
one
be quite proud of themselves-but
question bothers us. What are the
seniors going to do with the money?
debating squad has gone over to
8-The
see if the jinx is still working, we hope
that old man jinx is among the unem·
ployed.
their
semors have completed
29-The
journey with only a small number of
casulties. It is too bad that they did
not have a banquet, but they have been
pretty well treated notwithstanding.
Of course, the juniors will miss them
but it won't be a very sorrowful
the journey
that
Now
missing .
through high school is finished, the
seniors may well thank old Carbon for
the happy times that they have spent
in the search for knowledge. Mr. Olsen
can rest in ease now, content with the
knowledge of a task well done ( the
class can also rest if they want to) .
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"What's the matter, Eggertsen;
you look terrible?"
"My wife's on a diet."
~

Miss Siefke: "Marjorie M. can
you tell me what a waffle is?"
M. M.: "Yes'm. It's a pancake
with a non-skid tread."
EXHIBITION -A
"That girl over there shows distinction in her clothes."
"You mean distinctly, don't
you?"

Mr. Ottenson was busily engaged with a spade in the mud beside his car when a stranger hailed
him. "Stuck in the mud?"
"Oh, no!" replied Mr. Ottenson cheerily, "my engine died here
and 'm digging a grave for it."
~

Miss Mulliner
(in grammar
class) : "Jack ' 0., please tell me
what it is, when · I say, 'I love, you
love, he loves-' " .
Jack 0.: "That's one of them
triangles where somebody gets
shot."
-~

Frances S.: "It says in the paper
that a baby fed on elephant's milk
gained twenty pounds in two
weeks."
Morgan:
"I don't believe it.
Whose baby was it?"
F. S.: "The elephant's."

Blacksmith:
"Now, Bull, I'm
going to bring this horse shoe out
of the fire and lay it oh the anvil.
When I nod my head, hit it hard
with a hammer." Bull did ,:. ,:. '~
and was fired when the blacksmith recovered.
~

Naida L.: "I've got a cold in
the head."
Fredella S.: "\'v'ell, that's something."
George P. VlSltmg a· friend iri · ··
the hospital began to take an interest in the other patients. ·
"What are you in here for?" he
asked one.
"I've got tonsilitis and I've got
to have my tonsils cut out," was
the answer.
"And you?" he asked another.
"I've got blood poisoning in my
right arm and they're going to
cut it off," he replied.
"Begorra !" said Pat, in horror,
"this ain't no place for me. I've
got a cold in my head."
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Adamson: "Do you have any
trouble with shall and will?"
Thompson: "No, the wife says
you shall and I say I will."
The American was a guest of
Jack S. They were eating ham.
Jack S. said, "please pass the 'am,
Father."
"Don't say 'am," his father
scolded. "Say 'am."
The mother turned smilingly to
the American.
"They
think
they're saying 'am," she said.
Mr. Garlinck:
"What do you
mean by bringing my daughter,
Winnie, home at this hour?"
Bill G.: "Man, I gotta be at
work at eight o'oclck."

Memories
as a
and
memory of friendships
higher learnings to those who
are leaving it.

It stands, in dignity,

Spring is here and we find
the chemistry room filled with
studious students. Pull it in; the
teacher's coming.

White hills, dreaming skies,
Carbon's birthmark and all becomes a part of our past.

,~--

A glor,ious Prom and the lake
of a million faces, but where's
Shakespeare, the dark horse of
the Prom? Look upward, Mr.
Eggertson; you can't fool us.

March 4 found the juniors
the finishing
busily putting
touches on the great heart of
Timpanogas.
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Mrs. Jones ·_ "Listen
here,
young man, are you the teacher
of this class?"
.
Owen R.-"No,
I'm not."
Mrs. J ones-"Then
don't talk
like an idiot."
Jeppson- · "Give me Main 4321.
Hello; this the wife?"
'·'Yes."
"Listen, dear. Will it be all
right if I bring a couple of fellows home for dinner tonight?"
"Why, certainly."
"What?"
"Certainly it will. I'd be glad to
have them."
"Oh, pardon me, lady. Wrong
number."

In the corner of a very crowded
street car sat Peg F . .;,,.ho seemed
greatly discomforted by the pres. sure imposed upon her by Dorthy
W. who sat next to her. Turning
to her weighty neighbor, the thin
lady remarked, oh, so sweetly:
"They really should charge by
weight on these · cars."
To which the fat lady answered
just as sweetly: "But if they did,
deary, they couldn't afford to
stop for some persons."
~

Owen R.-"Do
you know
where I could get hold of Christine Ross.
..
Floyd M.-"I don't know, she's
awfully ticklish."
'

Stanton-"!
want a pair of
spec rimmed hornicles-1
mean,
sporn rimmed hectacles-dash
it!
I mean, heck rimmed spernaclesA. Menotti-"!
know what you
mean, sir. Mr. Brown, show the
gentleman a pair of rim sperned
hectacles."

"Hey, F. Fuller. Where have
you been? Ain't see.n you for
thirty days."
"Ain't nobody seen me for
thirty days."
"What you been <loin'?" ·
"Thirty days."

Vincent G.: "Gee, I do believe
Miss Mallaney is a flirt."
Jack C.: "Why?"
V. G.: " 'Cause I got ten kisses
on my last exam."

Scotchman-"There
.'s a fine
building for ye. What dac ye
think of it .?"
Hamilton-"Say,
that's nothing. We've got hundreds of buildings like that."
Scotchman: "I expect ye have.
'Tis an asy1um."

~

Raymond G.-I
am burning
with love for you."
Gene G.-"Oh,
don't make a
fuel of yourself."
~

Mr. Ottosen in chemistry class
-"What
is steam?"
Frank I.-"It's
water gone
crazy with the heat."
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Kenneth A.: "Next to a beautiful girl, what do you think is
the most interesting thing in the
world?"
Mousie: "When I'm next to a
beautiful girl I'm not thinking
about statistics."

LivelyTimes
Nine o'clock and all's well.
Four o'clock and all's hell-Oh, Yeah!

/: .-

Armistice day parade and the
noble ·senior class of '3 2 win for
the second consecutive year.

' · "~\.,,..

Get a load o' this , strangerbut wait, she's only a sophomore and there's lively times
ahead.
For a wide end sweep while
Carbon holds the ball. Better
not let loose the dern thing.
In case anybody wants to
know, we were right there to
see that Maxene didn't freeze.
Primed seniors
Tug-of-war.
to give the juniors a
-ready
ride through a spray of water-cold water.

_J

The juniors pulled, the sethe spray
niors pulled-under
are the juniors. Remember that
day when we were all singing
in the rain.
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Mr. Bithel: "Give me a short
definition of a polygon."
Andrew E.: "A polygon is a
dead parrot."
~

Freshman Reporter:
"Miss
Heinlein, there is my Carbon report."
Miss Heinlein: "What have
you written on?"
Reporter: "On one side of the
paper."
~

No man's op1mon is entirely
worthless. Even a watch that
won't run is right twice a day.
"What is Boston noted for?"
"Boots and shoes."
"Correct. And Chicago?"
"Shoots and Booze."
~

"Miss Mulliner, what m the
world is the matter?"
"I just got out of the hospitalI was operated on for appendicitis."
·"Whaf s that got to do with
the lump on your head?"
"A lot. They ran out of ether."
~

Mr. Bowns touring Europe on
his leave · of absence did not forget the one h~ left behind. His son
received a card from Sparta s·aymg:
"This is the cliff from which
the Spartans used to throw their
defective children. Wish you were
here."
Judge: "What's the charge?"
Victim: "He stole my Austin,
the pickpocket!"
~

Joyce McKinnon: . "Where do
all the bugs go in winter?"
Vincent H.: "Search me."
J. M.: "No, thanks. I just
wanted to know."

Mrs. Jones: "Isn't this an ideal
spot for a picnic dinner?"
Merrill Ellis: "It must be. Fifty
million insects can't be wrong."
~

Mr. Olson: "I started out with
the thought that the world had an
opening for me."
Miss Floyd: "And you found
• ;>"
1t.
Mr. Olson: "Well, rather; I'm
in the hole now."
·'··· ··;.·,.
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In days of old, when nights were .
cold,
. It took two fleeces from the fold;
To dress a lady fair. But in these days of jazz and bob,
A little silk worm does the job;
With time galore to spare.

Childish
Give me the keys. Smile for
the birdie, Peggy. Oh, oh! she
doesn't like the photographer,
but he'll get you yet.
i-1

r··

fi \-~
The crack o'doom . Pat wields
the knife and the Indians come
scampering down.

Uncle Sam, the Statue
Liberty, stars and stripes,
what have you? We guess
is an unusual art assembly.

of
or
this
•

Mr. Eggertsen is seen smiling
in his characteristically implish
pose. Please, Mr. Thompson,
show your toothies.

Just a couple of lambs left
to the mercy of the wolves.

Will Rogers, little (big) Eva,
and a trio of old black Joes'
represent excellent · assembly.

Variety
f

Ohoo, dread bid nansy-wansies. Hap, did those Vernal
milk maids remind you of your
roaming hands?

she

,hi

rields

:01

!

A few exercises to develop
Smith
self protection-Miss
humanity.
knows
certainly
Watch your step, boys.

e of
Just a bashful couple awaiting the minister. Have you
noticed the Bible?

t

tili ;
.pL.1
ps- - ,,

t

A group of oriental maids.
\\7ho says we don't have variety
m our assemblies?

So, in a short time we found
where the smell of rotten eggs
was coming froin.

!S.

F

1,

J

s'

oly.

e

I

it
\Y/ell, I'll be derned-if
isn't Hap and Tilda. Where's
Madge?
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What a Mixup!
Ye gods, the camera slipped.
It was the morning after the ·
night before and as for the
????
panties ...

Carbon basketeers and if you
so ask Coach
think
don't
Smith.

A sunny noon hour and
the
there's plenty of room-in
back seat (including Jimmie
and Vaughn).

The sophomore girls and
athletes stage a grand outing.
Drop the balogney.

Well, well, if it isn't Diana
and her ·two Romeos. Notice
that shapely figure.
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Funny??
What does this stand forsilly, s·eniors-oh,
we have it
now-Senate . .P. S.-The owner
was afraid of breaking the
camera.

Those are Carbon calves but
not from
contented
cows.
Notice the milk maid?

Peppers, red-hot peppers, including our noble principal.
Happiness
is there, smiling
everywhere, in the sun.

Oh, oh, nassy, nassy Owenthere's a law against dating
school teachers.
Anyway she
~eems to like it.

Scamper hither, boys, here's
Christine unoccupied.
That's
"Toad" down in the corner
awaiting his turn.

Here's an airplane view of
Carbon's highly tauted band.
Who's the little fell ow with the
big horn?
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Nature
A gentleman once said he
could tell a girl's character by
looking at her ankle. If he
were living now he could probably tell Mary's family history.

Drunken sot screeches compassion while the lamp post
totters and sways. Hi thar, Pal.

Get on your marks, get set,
go. These girls won't walk
home.

Look at that unfriendly
smile. Forget it, boys-there's
two in line, now.

John, John' what makes you
so sweet-with
your good look- ·
ing girls and tiny feet?

What's the matter, Cory,
cold or is it just plain protection?
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"B'
1gMoments "
Some people are camera shy,
others are bashful, anyway,
Peggy was too slow to dodge
this one.
After all I suppose it's all
right if Mr. Jonas helps Helen
in the off ice. What were they
doing five minutes before? You
guess.

S:lme more contented calves
-maybe from contented cows.

Miss Larsen, Domestic Arts
teacher, is a good sport and is
well liked.
Blackham, master of menour error-master
of freshmen.

Never a dull moment from
start to finish, seniors. Just four
years of one wow after another
and as we leave · Carbon our .
memories are reflected t·o one of
the most happy exeperiences of
our life.
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,.

I

Yells
Grab the pill!
Treat 'em rough,
Hold the lineThat's the stuff!

Guard 'em!
Guard 'em!
Don't let 'em through
Carbon! Carbon!
White and Blue!

Rickety, Rickety, Roe,
We're going to win we know!
We know our stuff,
We never bluff.
Come on, CarbonTreat 'em rough!
SKY ROCKET
(Boys whistle, girls scream)
Boom, Team!
(Repeat three times)
CARBON!!!
2-4-6-8

Who do we appreciate?
Team! ! !

Barney Google, Andy Gump.
We want victory on the jump.
Min!
Oh-h-h-h-h-h-h-h
Hit that line, CARBO!
OSKA LA VINT A
Oska-Lavinta-Oska-Lavinta
T orrien to-T orrien to
(Repeat three times)
Carbon-Carbon-CARBON

HE'S A MAN
He's a man!
Who's a man!
He's a Carbon High School man!
(Name of player.)
GRAB THAT PIGSKIN
Grab that pigskin,
Rip it up the: seam;
Run for a touchdown,
Team! Team! Team!
LOCOMOTIVE CARBON
time).
C-A-R-B-0-N-(Faster
C-A-R-B-0-N
C-A-R-B-0-N
CARBON!!!
_BULL DOG
R-R-R-R Rah! Rah!
R-R-R-R Rah! Rah!
R-R-R-R Rah! Rah!
Eat 'em up, Carbon!!
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Yells
RIP SAW .
Ripsaw-Ripsaw-Ripsaw-Bang!
We belong to the Carbon gang.
Are we in it? I should smile.
We've been in it a good, long
while!
Yea-a-a-a-a-a-a Bo! CARBON!

Fight
Fight
Fight
Fight

FIGHT 'EM
'em, Carbon! Fight 'em!
'em, Carbon! Fight 'em!
'em fair! Fight 'em square!
'em! Fight 'em! Fight 'em!

VEEVO
With a veevo,
Wtih a vivo,
W tih a veevo, vivo, vum.
They can't beat us!
They can't beat us!
It simply can't be done!
Cannibal-Cannibal-Sis-BoomRah !
Carbon High School
Rah! Rah! Rah!

LOCOMOTIVE
One-Two-Three-Four,
Who're you going to yell for?
Who for? Why for?
Team!!!!
(Whose team? __
Our team! ! ! !
T-E-A-M (repeat five times)
TEAM!!!!

FIGHT RALLY
Fight! (Repeat 20 times; faster
and faster) .
(Clap) FIGHT!!!!

HOLD THAT LINE, CARBON
Hold that line, Carbon!!!
(Repeat three times slowly.)

WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH THE TEAM?
(What's the matter with the team?)
They're all right!
(Who's all right?)
TEAM!!!
(Three Yea Bos)
Yea Bo! ( Three times)
TEAM!!!
(Three Hiphoorays)
TEAM!!!
(Fifteen Rahs)
Rah-Rah Rah-Rah-Rah! ! ! (Three times).
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Songs
FIGHT SONG
(TUNE:

''ON

WISCONSIN")

We're for Carbon,
We're for Carbon,
We will FGHT! FIGHT! FIGHT!
Our team is marching on the field,
And we know our cause is right-SIS-BOOM-BAH
When we line up for a touchdown,
We will take it through,
'Cause everytime we say we. will,
We always do! ! !

(Yell)

CARBON
(TUNES

"SOLDIERS'

SONG")

Praise to the spirit of Carbon High,
Foes fear when we shout our battle cry.
Onward, the hour of vic'try is nigh.
We're sure we will win;
W e'II never give in
For Carbon High! ! ! !
CHEER FOR OLD CARBON!
Cheer for old Carbon.
Carbon will win;
Fight to the finish,
Never give in! ! !
You do your best, boys;
W e'II .do the rest, boys;
Cheer for the Blue and White-Rah!

Rah! Rah! ! ! !

CARBON HIGH
(On page 84)
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